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Subject: Cooperation with ENZYMIX Ltd. 
 
Cooperation with ENZYMIX Ltd. the product includes Vermaktiv Stimulus approximately five-year 
period in which it was dealt composition and additive effects of as well as the simplification of the 
technological possibilities when preparing a product while retaining resp. increase its biological activity. 
Interesting design of bioactive complex led the analysis of its stability and principles of its activation. 
Were studied and assessed relations to phytohormonal activity and possibilities in situ formation 
promoting agents or modifying growth plants and their metabolism. Cooperation proceeded as a basis of 
the consultation , as well as within the meaning of orientation experiments.  
Cooperation continued on a long-term laboratory research activities dealing with theme plant 
biotechnology and phytoremediation of organic compounds in terms of decontamination ecosystem and 
pilot experiments indicate that the product could be a preferred stimulatory component for these purposes 
because it treated plants exhibit higher resistance to environmental stress . 
On the basis of theoretical knowledge of laboratory staff have also been developed doped composites 
based on the basic recipe of Vermaktiv and reporting except stimulative effect  increase the resistance of 
plants and fungicidal activity . Currently antifungal activity tested on an external site and obtained positive 
primary results.  
Further cooperation is developing in modifying components Vermaktivu to increase efficiency and design 
of special recipes of Vermaktiv innovated in terms of plant species and season applications .Cooperation 
was obtained from a number of inspiring results , which can be used both within the scientific research in 
our laboratory , as well as by Enzymix sro for production optimization and expansion of the product 
portfolio. 
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Properties and applications of preparations of Vermaktiv ( Enzymix Ltd.) 
 
Preparations Vermaktiv series represent a unique , bioactive agents to improve 
plant growth , consolidation damaged habitus, increasing the amount of biomass 
produced and ultimately acts as a "herbal antidepressant " because significantly 
reduce the effects of biotic and abiotic stresses , climate fluctuations and 
negative effects of inadequate , poor , or different effects of damaged soils. An 
important factor is also curative effects , which enable fast and efficient 
restoration of damaged crops . Thus, the composition can be used both 
preventively with the expected stress and damage at a stage where in a single 
application enables rapid and highly efficient repair the damage caused to the 
most varied vegetation type. The principal effect is the elimination of cold or 
thermal influences, except when substantial increase in resistance can be 
monitored during the damaged plants cause activation of the undamaged area 
with a consequent formation of new, healthy and undistorted plant tissues . 
Preventive against cold applications dramatically increase the viability of plants 
and a cold tolerance. On the basis of this effect can successfully grow plants that 
in Central European conditions cease to winter on the edge of survival . 
Preparations in the basic version are species and their universal application , 
which in most cases as a single spray application is not limited to the vegetation 
stage . Composites Vermaktiv may be modified according to specific 
requirements , with other additives such as in terms of fungicidal, insecticidal or 
dietary modifications to achieve locally desired effect. For example, 
modifications Vermaktiv Fungikill is a very effective fungicide formulation , 
where the effect of the fungicide component is dramatically potentiated by the 
composite Vermaktiv . This has been shown in in vitro studies and in vivo 
applications of forest attack by the fungus  Chalara fraxinea  and  Gemmamyces 
piceae . The synergistic effect of the fungicide and composite Vermaktiv 
suppresses pest while the plant metabolism activates formation of new biomass, 
which already showes signs of infection or damage. 
It similarly  works on all air and phytopathogenic fungi.  
An important fact in this respect, and that the amount of applied fungicide is 
dramatically lower than for conventional spraying. You can use finer , more 
environmentally friendly fungicide and overall environmental impact of 

 



xenochemicals is significantly lower. In this sense, we can modify the basic 
recipe both in terms of suppression of harmful pathogens and in terms of the 
dynamics of plant growth , which can be a simple modification to construct 
preparations suitable for application in a defined stage of vegetation (spring, fall 
- according to the different requirements for nutrients at different stages of 
vegetation) preparations for the plant habitus change (longer or shorter 
internodes , change compactness ) composites for pre budding of plants or 
products to significantly increase the production of biomass  
(use in the cultivation of trees as renewable energy). Enabling the creation of a 
root system can be used even like plant biotechnology for decontamination of 
the environment ( phytoremediation, constructed wetlands for secondary 
treatment of water from trace concentrations of bioactive organic compounds in 
nature) , as experimentally tested in in vitro systems at Charles University in 
Prague. 

Basic preparations Vermaktiv composition is based on a complex organic 
and inorganic substances in terms peptides, proteins , organically bound 
micronutrients and inorganic nutrients. The appropriate ratio and unique 
stabilization method allows exclusive absorption by above-ground parts of 
plants. Applied complex exhibits significant stimulatory effects on existing plant 
parts and primarily activate dormant buds. Substances applied and formed 
physiologically in the plant as a result of the application are backward and 
translocated to the roots , where they support their growth and multiplication . 
This leads to a substantial increase in the volume , quality, nutritional 
assumptions of rhizosphere . In addition, the impact on soil due to the rapid 
decomposition of the complex into its component parts , which further serves to 
support rhizosferal activity of microorganisms and the process contributes to a 
further increase in plant nutrition , the promotion of quality of rhizosphere is 
long-term. 

Preparations series Vermaktiv ( Vermaktiv Stimulus , Vermaktiv Rapid, 
Vermaktiv Fungikill ) are universal composites with high positive preventive 
and curative effects on plants exposed to various types of stress , damaged by 
various biotic and abiotic factors. They can also be effectively used to prevent 
loss caused by cold during the winter, to support biomass production for 
industrial and agricultural purposes, or as an activation agent in the creation of 
artificial wetlands in modern and generally , by population  well accepted,  
method of decontamination ecosystem using phytoremediation . Application of 
the product , which is in most cases as a single spray in vegetation, is also 
economically favorable , both in preventive and curative mode because it greatly 
increases the amount of biomass produced during the growing period , and 
significantly reduces the loss of vegetation in the case of unfavorable conditions 
or infestation by various pathogens. 
 
V Praze  13. 9.2013 
                                                                                              Doc. Ing. Stanislav Smrček, CSc. 
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Subject: Information on the operational use of VERMAKTIV Stimul 
Dear Docente, 
Pilot testing of the effectiveness of treatment stands at the stage cultures with VERMAKTIV stimulus took place in 
2012 in Forest management unit Ketkovice. Activities were conducted by Doc. Dr. Ing.Dušan Vavříček of the Mendel 
University in Brno. Due to the fact that after one year of follow positive effects on the state of vegetation apparent, 
VLS will operate continue, and to a greater area, again led by Doc. Dr. Ing. Vavříček..  If you are interested in further 
details, please contact with requests for information directly to Doc. Dr. Ing. Vavňček. 
 
 
 
      Ing. Jaroslav Melichar Director of Plumlov division 
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VER*IAKTIV STIMUL products are developed and manufactured by:

Enzymix s.r.o.
Frindova 61212{
Krásná Lípa 40746
Czech RepubtÍc
Tax ID: CA27186r99

Lucie Petružá|ková (executive director)
telJfex : +420 4123&1131
e-mai l: lpetruzalkova@en4ymix. eu

petruz. lucie@seznam. cz

ENGLISCH . RUSSIAN
Comrnercíď manager Dímítíj BíIak
Phone: +420732916624
E- mait: bilak@enzymix.eu

GERtIANY
contaď Person: Renata Blksadská
Phone: +420724596687
Emait: enzymix@enzymix. eu


